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Abstract: There is always a need for low-power, area-efficient VLSI (Very Large-Scale Integration)
design and this need is increasing day by day. However, conventional design methods based on
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) devices and Complementary Metal-
Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor (CMOS) technology cannot meet the performance requirements.
The memristor, as a promising computing and memory integration device, offers a new research idea
for conventional logic circuit structure and architecture innovation, given its non-volatility, scalability,
low power consumption, fast switching speed, etc. This paper proposes a brief overview of the
characteristics and current status of memristor-based logic circuits and analyzes their applications
in numerical expression and memory. The benefits and drawbacks of various analog logic circuit
structures are summarized and compared. In addition, some solution strategies for these issues
are presented. Finally, this paper offers prospects for the applications of memristors in the logic
implementation of large-scale memristor arrays, the novel structure of in-memory computing, and
neural network computing.
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1. Introduction

According to the relationship between voltage, current, electric charge, and magnetic
flux, Chua proposed the memristor in 1971 as the fourth fundamental electronic component
that represents the relationship between electric charge and magnetic flux [1]. However,
the memristor concept was not verified for a very long time. In 2008, HP Labs scientists
successfully developed the first nano memristive device [2], supporting the theoretical
derivation and opening up research opportunities based on memristors. Due to their
nanometer size, non-volatility and nonlinearity, memristors are primarily studied and
applied in memory, logic operations, and neural synaptic networks. Firstly, nanometer
size is critical in following Moor’s Law. In the traditional Von Neumann architecture of
computers, memory and computation are separate components. To improve computing
speed, researchers have widely studied accelerating the processing speed of processors
to enhance computer performance. However, the processing speed of processors is much
higher than the transmission speed of data, and the transmission time of data is greater than
the processing time of processors. This results in significant power consumption and limits
the development of computers, commonly known as the “Von Neumann bottleneck” [3].
To overcome this problem, the fundamental solution is to avoid the process of data trans-
mission and achieve in-memory computing. As a result, memristors can be applied not
only as memory but also perform logic operations, providing a new idea for breaking the
bottleneck of Von Neumann. Secondly, non-volatility is of great significance to the study
of computer memory and biological neural synapses. CMOS-based electronic synapses
suffer from issues such as high power consumption, limited integration, and an inability
to fully replicate the connections of biological neurons [4]. In contrast, the resistance of a
memristor can be adjusted and maintained even after power has been turned off, similar
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to how a biological neural synapse operates. Furthermore, the dual-port architecture of
a memristor is similar to that of a synapse [5]. Thus, the memristor is a promising device
for realizing biological neural synapses. Thirdly, nonlinearity represents the infinite states
between “1” and “0” theoretically, which means that the changes in output and input can be
continuous with time, and are widely applied in the field of binary and multilevel storage,
as well as in analog computers, neural networks, and pattern recognition. Memristive
devices with in-memory computing technology differ from existing computing system
architecture based on independent logical operation and data storage and have greater
prospects in artificial intelligence applications. With the development of the semiconductor
industry, logic circuits consisting of transistors are widely used. Memristors are nanoscale
components that can be compatible with the CMOS process and overcome short-channel
effects through mixing with CMOS transistors. Hence, research on logic circuits based on
memristors may provide new ideas and methods for designing new forms of logic.

The symbol of a memristive device is shown in Figure 1. The thick black line represents
the polarity of the device. The resistance of a memristive device is determined by the
direction of the current flowing through it. When voltage is applied at point A, the current
flows from point A to point B, the resistance of the device decreases to “Ron”, and the
output is logical “1”. When voltage is applied in reverse, the current flows from point B to
point A, and the resistance of the device increases to “Roff”, and the output is logical “0”.
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A large number of memristor experiments indicate that most memristive devices
display threshold voltage characteristics instead of threshold current characteristics, and
the memristive devices with threshold voltage characteristics are more suitable for logical
applications [6,7]. Enlightened by these, logic gate circuits based on memristors will open a
new era for the design and application of traditional integrated circuits.

In terms of memristor manufacture, the HP company was the first to successfully im-
plement the manufacturing of a dual-port memristor. The two electrodes of the memristor
are made of metal Pt with TiO2 containing an oxygen deficiency in the middle [2]. Since
then, a diverse range of compound materials have been used in memristor manufacturing,
including metal-oxide materials [8], two-dimensional (2D) materials [9], and other new
materials [10]. Among these materials, metal oxides possess the widest range of types
and simple architectures, allowing for compatibility with semiconductor processes in the
manufacturing process. Common metal-oxide materials used for memristor manufacturing
include NiO [11,12], VO2 [13], TiO2 [14,15], SiO2 [16], Ta2O5, and Al2O3 [17,18]. Atomically
thin 2D materials possess superior electrical, optical, and thermal properties [9]. Currently,
the main materials being studied are graphene, boron nitride, and tungsten sulfur com-
pounds [19,20]. However, new materials are being utilized to achieve memristors with
specific optimized performance. Perovskite is a research hotspot due to its superior perfor-
mance in memristors, outperforming traditional memristors in resistance variation speed
and switch ratio, and does not require electroforming to accomplish resistance variation.
Further research is still needed for this technology [21]. Various materials have been studied
and applied to the manufacturing of memristors, and some architectures and systems have
also formed in memristor design.
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2. Logic Operations Based on Memristive Devices

It has been proven that memristors outperform the traditional CMOS circuits in
the field of neuromorphic computing and approximate calculation. One of the primary
goals of logic operation based on memristors is to innovate logic circuit architecture and
replace traditional digital logic circuits. A general hardware architecture for in-memory
computing has been proposed [22–24], which consists of both analog and digital in-memory
computing. Because digital in-memory computing uses traditional digital circuits and
hasno analog circuit, it can fulfill high-precision in-memory computing, including addition
and multiplication calculations [25,26]. Based on the resistive subdivision technique, analog
in-memory computing technology can achieve multi-bit calculation; however, the precision
and reliability of the circuits still require improvements. Research on logic circuits based
on memristor devices focuses on circuit design and circuit architecture, particularly on
the design of adders and multipliers. In order to complete the calculation, at first the
logical states need to be defined, followed by the establishment of a calculation system.
For instance, the establishment of a computing system is based on binary Boolean logic,
which is represented by the status of CMOS, where the on and off of CMOS correspond to
binary Boolean logic. Memristor-based logic operations are classified as exploring novel
logic circuits.

2.1. Material Implication (IMPLY)

In 1910, Whitehead and Russell proposed four basic logic operations, including AND,
OR, NOR, and implication logic [27]. The logical state in an IMPLY gate is represented by a
memristor resistance instead of voltage or current [28]. The logic function is denoted as
p IMPLY q (that is, p implies q, and if p then q), where p and q are variables. The logical
relationship in IMPLY logic shows that if p is true, q is true as well. The IMPLY operation is
described as the comparison between NOT p and q, where a similarity and a difference
in the results are considered, respectively, as true and false. The symbol “→” represents
IMPLY logic, where the arrow is pronounced as implication. The expression in digital
logic is

q′ = p + q (1)

The truth table of IMPLY logic is shown in Table 1. IMPLY logic can be applied to
prove cause–effect relation and deductive relation, by introducing zero (setting the logic
state to logical “0”) to form a complete set [7]. The logic state of memristive IMPLY logic is
represented by memristor resistance. The high-resistance state of a memristor represents
logical “0”, and the low-resistance state of a memristor represents logical “1”. Different
voltage magnitudes are selected to switch the resistance of a memristive device and there-
fore to set the memristive logical states. As the resistance value between the high and
low resistances of memristors is not infinitely ideal, it is essential to maintain a significant
difference between the two values. The proposed logic state is saved in a memristive
crossbar array. A nanoscale crossbar array has been studied for the implementation of
IMPLY operation, by eliminating the data transmission between memory and processor to
provide a more efficient computing mode. Another approach to applying IMPLY logic is
through complementary memristor switches that can avoid the effectof sneak circuits on
adjacent units.

Table 1. The truth table of p IMP q.

Input p Input q Output q’

0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
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Multi-bit memory crossbar arrays suffer from complex circuit structure, leakage cur-
rent, low density, etc., which limits their practical application. IMPLY gates bring out
high delays for logic operations and require more steps in the design of read and write
circuits [6]. To accomplish IMPLY operations, sequential voltages need to be applied at
different points in the circuits, and the operation result is stored in one of the same memris-
tors as the input, which causes reading difficulties. Meanwhile, extra circuits are required
to assist logic operations, which increases the power consumption and circuit complexity.
Bickerstaff and Swartzlander [29] were the first to design an IMPLY-based multiplier, which
had a complicated procedure involving 73 steps to complete a 4-by-4 array multiplier. The
research shows the advantages of memristive logic operation in density and speed, but
the greater delay and area consumption of an IMPLY gate are still problems. Shaltoot and
Madian [30] compared two different memristive architectures of carry lookahead adders
with conventional carry lookahead adders and found that with an increase in the number
of bits, the delay and implication cycles of the two memristive carry lookahead adder
architectures had more decrease than the conventional carry lookahead adder, showing
better performance. However, each logic function requires many memristors and operation
steps, resulting in higher demand on components and increased operation time and com-
plexity of circuit structure. The CMOS/nanowire/Molecular hybrid (CMOL), by combining
nanotechnology and traditional CMOS implementations, has high integration density as
nanotechnology and different logic functions as CMOS. It is considered that CMOL has
the most potential as a technique to replace CMOS in the implementation of IMPLY logic
by vector operation [31]. However, there are still many defective nanodevices in CMOL
circuits during manufacturing [32].

The Memristors-As-Drivers Gate (MAD gate) is an alternative approach to imple-
menting IMPLY logic. By combining IMPLY operations with readout circuits, MAD gates
would offer wider applicability and greater integrity than other approaches. Guckert and
Swartzlander [33] proposed a MAD gate, which uses three memristors and two drivers to
accomplish a Boolean operation. The value of input memristors is selected to drive output
memristors so that the delay of a Boolean operation can be simplified to a single step and
the power consumption is reduced to 30fJ. However, the large-size components, such as
resistors and switches, used in MAD gates make them unsuitable for large-scale integrated
circuits. Additionally, since memristor resistances represent the input and output values of
a MAD gate, the initialization of memristive resistance before each operation is necessary,
which limits the application in cascade circuits.

Furthermore, IMPLY logic can be applied to the design of an adder, demultiplexer,
encoder, priority encoder, decoder, comparator, etc. [34,35].

2.2. Boolean Logic

As with traditional CMOS circuits, building a logic family by a memristive logic gate
based on Boolean operation is a common circuit design method [31]. The main difference
between an AND logic gate and an OR logic gate based on Boolean logic is the polarity
position of a memristive device within the structure. For the AND logic gate, if memristors
A and B are both logical “0” or logical “1”, there will be no current flow through the logic
gate and the memristive resistance will remain constant. In this case, the voltage of the
output is Vout = a = b. If memristors A and B have different logical states, current will
flow from the memristor with logical “1” to the memristor with logical “0”, causing the
resistance of the memristor with logical “1” to gradually increase to “Roff”, while the other
decreases to “Ron”. As a result, the output voltage Vout is chosen to be zero to accomplish
an AND operation.

To ensure compatibility with a standard CMOS process, it is necessary to convert
the logical state of the output into either a voltage or a current. This approach provides
advantages in Computer-Aided Design and allows for easy circuit extension based on
circuit units when integrated with CMOS logic. In basic Boolean logic, AND and OR
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operations can be accomplished solely through the use of memristors, but to perform the
NOT operation, a CMOS inverter is required [7].

Scouting logic is a type of Boolean operation that allows for limiting all logic gate
operations into a single read operation [36]. This method can reduce the upset rate of the
memristor without compromising its lifespan. Another way to achieve Boolean logic is to
use two or more lines of memory cells to perform bit operations. However, this method is
limited in its ability to perform complicated operations.

2.3. Memristor-Aided Logic (MAGIC)

In 2014, Kvatinsky et al. [37] proposed Memristor-Aided Logic (MAGIC), which uses
the memristors with previous data as input and output. There is no need for a complicated
structure to execute MAGIC, which needs only a voltage to perform various basic logic
gates, as shown in Figure 2. The logical state of a MAGIC gate can be represented by
the value of memristive resistance, where high resistance represents logical “0” and low
resistance represents logical “1”. The high resistance is named “Roff”, and the low resistance
is named ”Ron”. The logical states of the memristor represent the input and output values
of a MAGIC gate. Compared to an IMPLY logic gate, a MAGIC gate requires separate
memristors for the input and output. The inputs depend on the initial logical states of input
memristors, and the output is determined by the final logical state of the output memristor.
The input and output states of MAGIC logic are stored in separate memristors, ensuring a
stable and potentially repeatable operation process. MAGIC can accomplish NOT, AND,
NAND, OR, and NOR operations, which form a complete set. Figure 2 displays the various
architectures of MAGIC-based NAND gates, NOR gates, and other gates, which vary in
accordance with the amount of input data. Multi-bit input logic gates require a greater
number of serial or parallel memristors. Therefore, current circuit designs and simulations
based on MAGIC primarily concentrate on dual-input logic gates, which can be performed
in a crossbar array [38]. The application of MAGIC NOR gates in memristive crossbar
arrays greatly improves circuit performance and reduces circuit power consumption. All
basic operations based on MAGIC require more than one clock, so the operation speed of
MAGIC is slightly slow. In addition, MAGIC gates suffer from state drift and lack signal
restoration, which puts forward a higher demand to circuit design.
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2.4. Memristor Ratioed Logic (MRL)

It can be challenging to integrate standard CMOS logic and memristive logic in a
crossbar array. However, in order to achieve compatibility between memristive devices and
CMOS in logic circuits, there are a few requirements that must be met. Firstly, the process of
memristors should be compatible with CMOS technology. Secondly, the input and output
logical states must be represented by voltage instead of resistance. Thirdly, the additional
circuitry required for connecting the memristive device layers to the CMOS layers should
be minimized. To address these concerns, Kvatinsky et al. [39] proposed a memristor-based
logic that is compatible with CMOS logic and is named Memristor Ratioed Logic (MRL).
The schematic of MRL AND, OR, NAND and NOR logic gates is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Boolean AND/OR operations are accomplished by memristors with programmable resis-
tance, while NOT operation is achieved by CMOS inverters, making it a complete logic
family. In MRL, memristors serve as computing components instead of memory for saving
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logical states. The logical state in MRL is represented as a voltage, where logic “1” and
logic “0” correspondto high and low voltages, respectively, similar to CMOS. The initial
logical state of a memristive device does not affect the output logical state, but only the
computing efficiency. Furthermore, MRL logic enables more convenient logic operations
without the need for extra reading-writing circuits but cannot implement computation
and memory simultaneously. Due to the segregation of computation and memory, MRL
is not an effective solution to the Von Neumann bottleneck problem, but rather a method
to achieve compatibility between memristors and CMOS circuits. MRL-based circuit de-
signs have been extensively studied, with adders and comparators being accomplished
through simulations. Vinukollu et al. [40] proposed an MRL-based four-bit carry lookahead
adder. Without changing any operations, this carry lookahead adder employs MRL gates
to replace some other logic gates, which reduces the number of memristors, minimizes
circuitry and power consumption, and decreases the delay time. Wang et al. [41] proposed
a D flip-flop and a JK flip-flop based on MRL. The D flip-flop consists of five memristors
and an NMOS transistor, while the JK flip-flop is composed of seven memristors and two
NMOS transistors. Compared to the traditional design method, the flip-flop based on MRL
requires fewer MOSFETs. Additionally, due to the nanoscale size of memristors, MRL-
based flip-flops have as impler circuit structure, lower power consumption, and smaller
circuit area. Paramasivam et al. [42] proposed a two-bit CMOS digital comparator utilizing
MRL gates. MRL gates, consisting of memristive devices and CMOS inverters, decrease
the number of memristors needed in the circuit, leading to reduced power consumption, a
smaller area, and lower computing complexity for the comparator. Experimental results
show an 18.74% reduction in circuit power consumption compared to traditional CMOS
logic, and a 32.14% decrease in circuit area compared to resistance threshold logic.
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2.5. Memristive Threshold Logic (MTL)

Memristive threshold logic is a non-traditional form of logic that utilizes memristors
to determine input weights and achieve threshold control. The output is generated if the
comparison surpasses the threshold. Lageweg et al. [43] introduced the Linear Threshold
Gate (LTG), which uses tunnel junctions, capacitors, and voltage sources. It can perform
any linear separable Boolean operations as [44]:

F(X) = sgn{F (X)} =
{

0, if F (X) < 0
1, if F (X) ≥ 0

(2)

F (X) =
n

∑
i=1
ωixi −ψ (3)

where xi are Boolean inputs and ωi are integer weights of the Boolean inputs. LTG is

capable of comparing the weighted sum of inputs, represented by
n
∑

i=1
ωixi, with threshold

value ψ. If the input weighted sum is equal to or greater than the threshold value, the
output of LTG will be logical “1”. Conversely, if the input weighted sum is smaller than the
threshold value, the output of LTG will be logical “0” [43,44]. Voting logic, which utilizes
binary inputs and equal weights, is a subset of threshold logic. It is essential to note that
the numerical expressions of threshold logic form the basis of neural computation. The
simulation of threshold logic designs has verified the optimization in both area and power
consumption. To accomplish threshold logic, the design that integrates programmable
CMOS and memristors has been proposed, where CMOS logic is applied for signal am-
plification and inversion [45]. Another design that adds current mirror at the input to
perform threshold logic is introduced in [46]. A PMOS current mirror is used as a current
comparator for the purpose of comparing the sum of currents flowing through all the
input memristors with a pre-specified threshold value. The input memristors determine
the input weights of the threshold gate and convert the input voltages into currents, with
the magnitude of the current generated by each memristor being defined by its respective
weight. By comparing the input current with the reference current, namely the threshold
value, the output of the threshold gate is determined as either logical “1” or logical “0”,
depending on whether the sum of the input current exceeds the threshold value or not,
respectively. However, as the application of a current mirror can lead to a reverse flow
of current, a design has been proposed in [47] whereby transfer transistors replace the
current mirror after the input memristors. Moreover, the transistors are equipped with
controllable switches that enable the reference current to be increased up to one to six
times. In terms of current comparison, the Traff comparator [48], which comes with positive
feedback properties, has a faster process speed when compared to the design proposed
in [46]. Consequently, the threshold logic gates [47] that come with programmable input
weights and threshold values provide a higher degree of flexibility for the implementation
of logical functions.
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3. Memristor-Based Logic Gates

Compared to traditional logic circuits, memristor-based logic circuits have two major
breakthroughs. First, logic gates with programmable resistance of memristors break the
Von Neumann bottleneck and promote the development of in-memory computing. Second,
designing more efficient logic circuits based on the electric characteristics of memristors
can greatly decrease the area and power consumption of the circuits, improve the energy
efficiency ratio, and enable the implementation of complete Boolean logic. There are vari-
ous logic implementations [49], e.g., material implication (IMPLY), memristor-aided logic
(MAGIC), linear threshold gate (LTG), memristors-as-drivers (MAD) gate, and comple-
mentary resistive switch (CRS). By combining basic logic gates with logical operations,
these implementations can accomplish complex Boolean logic. Based on these approaches,
recent research has proposed a series of improvement measures and ideas to overcome the
shortcomings of different logic implementations, with optimized designs represented by
adders and multipliers being introduced continuously.

There have been numerous studies conducted on IMPLY operations. However, the
many disadvantages of IMPLY logic, such as multiple operation steps, complex control
processes, weak concurrency control, long calculation cycles, and high consistency re-
quirements for memristors, pose significant challenges to IMPLY-based circuit design. To
address these issues, Shaltoot et al. [30] proposed a memristive carry lookahead adder that
simplifies IMPLY logic to optimize logical expressions. This adder outperforms traditional
carry lookahead adders as the input bit width increases. Guckert et al. [50] proposed a
memristor-based ripple carry adder that required 2n + 19 steps and 7n + 1 memristors.
However, the study revealed that the delays of various devices differ, which means that the
performance of the device cannot be solely judged by the number of steps. Ahmad et al. [51]
considered that the ripple carry adder proposed by Guckert et al. consumes too much
area, and they proposed new eight-bit memristive full adder architectures, as shown in
Figure 4. The parallel-serial structure requires 4n + 1 memristors and 5n + 16 steps for
implementation, while the serial structure only needs 2n + 3 memristors and 21n steps for
implementation. Rohani et al. [52] proposed a semi-parallel full-adder architecture that
implements an adder in 17n steps using 2n + 3 memristors. This architecture achieves par-
allel operation in a one-bit adder by utilizing a parallel architecture for reference. However,
due to the complicated operation steps of IMPLY logic, improving the process speeds of
these adders is challenging, and the leakage currents of IMPLY operations persist. Hence,
nonvolatile adders based on other operations and memristor-CMOS hybrid adders have
been the focus of recent research.

Siemon et al. [53] proposed two types of CRS-based serial adders, which require
2n + 2 memristors for implementation in 2n + 4 steps and n + 2 memristors for implemen-
tation in 4n + 5 steps. Since CRS logic can be performed in a passive memristive crossbar
array and has no serious leakage current or signal degradation like IMPLY logic, CRS-based
circuit design is an effective way to fulfill in-memory computing. Talati et al. [54] proposed
a MAGIC-based memristive nonvolatile adder, which outperforms IMPLY logic in terms of
speed and power consumption. Guckert et al. [33] proposed MAD gates based on IMPLY
logic and implemented an n-bit ripple carry adder in n+ 1 steps using 8n memristors. Wang
et al. [55] proposed a one-bit full adder based on MIG logic, which can accomplish nonde-
structive readout in four steps with only three memristors and bit extension in twosteps.
Cui et al. [56] proposed four-step RRAM-based logic gates to implement the pipeline struc-
ture of logic gates. An n-bit adder constructed from the gates has a good time sequence
and is implemented in 2n + 2 steps. Furthermore, hybrid approaches have been studied for
adder design. Guckert et al. [50] proposed an MRL-based memristor-CMOS hybrid adder
that uses 14N memristors and 12N MOSFETs to implement the delay in 3n + 4 steps. The
study shows that the switch time of the memristor-CMOS hybrid circuit is shorter than
that of the traditional CMOS circuit. Since the delay of level logic is only affected by the
propagation delay of level signal, the process speed of level logic circuits is much higher
than that of voltage-controlled nonvolatile logic circuits. Rajendran et al. [46] proposed a
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memristive threshold logic circuit. By comparing with the CMOS capacitor threshold logic
gate and four-bit CMOS look-at-table, the advantages of the design have been proven in
power consumption, delay, and the number of transistors used. Maan et al. [57] proposed a
half adder and a four-bit carry lookahead adder based on voltage-controlled memristive
threshold logic gates, which have lower power consumption and area compared to the
traditional CMOS circuits. In addition, numerous studies have shown that memristor-based
logic circuits have more advantages in circuit design, such as subtractors, comparators,
and multipliers.
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As key components of digital signal processors (DSPs), central processing units (CPUs),
and communication systems, multipliers consist of adder accumulators, shifters, etc. Mem-
ristive multipliers offer new ideas and perspectives for multiplier design to address the
shortcomings of traditional logic implementations. Many optimized multiplier designs
have been proposed as a result.

Logic operations based on IMPLY logic require plenty of memristors and steps. Several
approaches have been proposed to optimize IMPLY-based multipliers. Guckert et al. [58]
proposed a design that requires 7N + 1 memristors and 2N2 + 21N steps for implemen-
tation. Haghiri et al. [59] optimized the logic expression to reduce the operation steps of
a two-bit multiplier to just eight steps. Radakovits et al. [60] proposed an IMPLY logic
multiplier based on a half serial adder, which allowed for inter-bit parallelism in additive
operation. This design uses 2N2 + N + 2 memristors and can accomplish operations in
log2 N(10N + 2) + 4N + 2 steps. Lee et al. [61] proposed an MRL-CMOS hybrid reconfig-
urable multiplier to address the limitations of MRL-based logic operations. The circuit is
relatively simple and has been shown to reduce area and power consumption compared
to traditional multipliers under the same delay. Teimoory et al. [62] developed a two-bit
multiplier based on MRL compound logic gates. Their study demonstrated that a two-bit
multiplier can be implemented in a single step by using 16 memristors and 8 transistors,
with an optimized circuit structure. Chen et al. [63] proposed a ternary multiplier based on
ternary memristors, where the inputs are square signals represented by threelevel states
and the outputs are ternary level signals.

The features of the recently published memristor-based circuit architecture mentioned
above are shown in Table 2. The studies mentioned above have highlighted the short-
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comings of the main proposed designs for memristor-based logic circuits. However, these
approaches have provided valuable design ideas and proved the tremendous potential of
memristor-based nonvolatile logic circuits. Unlike CMOS operations, memristor logics are
based on time and can achieve different operations in the same circuit structure by varying
the time. This feature gives memristor logics high reconfigurability and nonvolatility,
thereby improving the flexibility of operations and saving the required area. Although the
process speed of CMOS circuits is determined by the RC delay, memristor logics are limited
by the number of operation steps required to achieve a specific function. As the function
complexity increases, the number of steps also increases, resulting in lower process speeds.
Therefore, designing memristive nonvolatile operations based on time can enhance the
operation reconfigurability, but sacrifice some computational efficiency at the same time.
Memristor-based nonvolatile operations can accomplish the integration of computing and
memory in several steps, which leads to low process speeds and restricts the use of memris-
tors for complex logic functions. Consequently, research efforts have focused on reducing
the number of operation steps and improving the process speeds of memristor logics.

Table 2. Features of the recently published memristor-based circuit architecture.

Reference Logic
Implementations

Total Number of
Memristors

Number of
CMOS Total Number of Steps Circuit Designs

[50] IMPLY 7n + 1 - 2n + 19 Parallel adder

[50] Boolean 14n 12n 3n + 4 Hybrid-CMOS
adder

[51] IMPLY 2n + 3 - 21n Serial full adder
[51] IMPLY 4n+ - 5n + 16 Parallel full adder

[52] IMPLY 2n + 3 - 17n Semi-parallel
fulladder

[53] CRS 2n + 2 - 2n + 4 Serial adder
[53] CRS n + 2 - 4n + 5 Serial adder
[33] IMPLY 8n - n + 1 Ripple carry adder
[54] MAGIC 22n− 3 - 15n + 1 Scheme-1 of adder
[54] MAGIC 13n− 3 - 10n + 3 Scheme-2 of adder

[55] Majority-inverter
graph (MIG) 3 - 4 1-bit full adder

[58] IMPLY 7n + 1 - 2N2 + 21N Multiplier
[59] IMPLY 20 - 8 Binary multiplier
[60] IMPLY 2N2 + N + 2 - log2 N(10N + 2) + 4N + 2 Multiplier
[62] MRL 16 8 1 2-bit multiplier

In memristor logics, there are various ways to perform logic operations, but it is essen-
tial to improve the sensitivity to changes in logical states when using memristive operations.
The key factor in memristor operations is the state transition, which occurs under particular
conditions. Since the state transitions are achieved under many given conditions, the
flexibility of logical operations is increased, resulting in functionally complete logics and
improved process speeds. However, this can also lead to insensitivity to changes in logical
states. To address this issue, circuits based on hybrid memristor–CMOS technology with
strong sensitivity to logical states require further research and development as a promising
way for future development.

As a promising device for computing and memory integration, the memristor provides
a new research idea for conventional logic circuit structure and architecture innovation,
thanks to its non-volatility, scalability, low power consumption, fast switching speed,
etc. [64]. However, the logic operations based on memristors still face many problems.
Firstly, the resistance of a memristor is not stable enough. The ions in a memristor migrate
under the influence of any electric field, causing the drift of memristor resistance over
time [46]. Secondly, the integration of memristive devices presents challenges. The sneak
path problem in a memristor crossbar array leads to large leakage currents and high power
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consumption [65,66]. The half-select problem caused by the random variation of memristor
resistance also results in the deterioration of device performance [65]. Furthermore, there
are other issues to consider, e.g., hybrid memristor-CMOS-based multi-bit comparators
that suffer from voltage decay [42]. Additionally, memristor-based threshold logic gates
require long delay times [44] and lack effective tools for practical applications in very
large-scale integration.

In addition to the applications in analogy logic operations, memristive devices have
also found wide use in artificial neural networks, signal processing, image processing,
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), etc. [40,46,67–69]. In neuromorphic computing
systems, memristor-based logic circuits require fewer components compared to traditional
CMOS-based logic circuits, resulting in reduced power consumption and area. Furthermore,
due to their resistive and nonvolatile properties, memristors show performance similar to
that of neural synapses, making the combination of memristor arrays with CMOS circuits a
research hotspot with extensive potential applications in the future. In image storage and
processing, studies of image processing algorithms based on memristive crossbar arrays are
currently in their initial stages, primarily focused on image recognition and video analysis.
As one of the main programmable logic devices, FPGAs have a large number of program-
ming circuits designed to accomplish different functions. Therefore, the technology of
programming circuits is crucial to FPGAs. Currently, SRAM-based programming technol-
ogy is the mainstream of FPGA programming technology [70]; however, its volatility is the
biggest drawback. To maintain configuration data, additional off-chip nonvolatile memory
is required, which not only increases circuit area but also poses security issues such as data
loss. Fortunately, memristor-based FPGA designs offer non-volatility characteristics and
are compatible with CMOS technology. Moreover, they have higher density and lower
power consumption, making them a promising candidate to overcome the limitations of
SRAM in FPGA programming technology [71]. In future, memristors can not only develop
new circuit structures but also combine with other physical characteristics to accomplish
multi-port memristive devices, enhancing their controllability, practicability, and finally
their application inreal-life scenarios.

4. Conclusions

As CMOS devices approach their physical size limitations, memristor-based logic
gates are becoming a promising technology for computing and memory integration that can
meet the numeracy required for processing big data. Logical applications need abundant
computations, and memristor devices need to meet the increasing demand for higher
computing speeds, durability, and uniformity. Therefore, the optimization of memristor
uniformity has become a research hotspot. In circuit integration, the high-density inte-
gration of memristors can be achieved through the use of three-dimensional memristor
crossbar arrays.

To date, research on memristor-based analog logic operations has mainly focused
on the optimization of basic logical operations, algorithms, and operation processes in
small-scale integration circuits. However, there is a lack of research on in-memory com-
puting architectures based on memristors. In the future, research will shift towards the
logic implementation of large-scale memristor crossbar arrays, developing new integrated
in-memory computing architectures, and exploring engineering practices for logic circuits
based on in-memory computing. Although memristor-based circuit structures and architec-
tures have shown potential in the field of memristor computing, there are still significant
technical challenges that need to be addressed. These include problems with leakage
current, reliability, and memory in circuit integration. In the short term, memristor-based
circuits cannot replace traditional CMOS circuits in computing systems, and it remains
difficult to put idealized memristive devices into practice. Overall, there are numerous
technical issues in circuit architectures that need to be tackled in order to fully exploit the
potential of memristor-based computing.
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